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ABSTRACT

There is a vast amount of information available these days that can be used in the right direction
to prevent several extreme/disastrous events. This information is available in various forms such
as images, videos, textual reports and other sensor outputs from deployed sensors such as video
surveillance cameras, as well as from observations via mobile phones. All of these sensor outputs
can be combined to help us perceive information about the environment around us. One of the
important challenges in using all of these sensors is that each situation employs a different set of
hard sensors and processing algorithms. There is no single algorithm and sensor architecture that
can be used universally for all the different scenarios regarding suspicious activity recognition.
Each of these scenarios is unique and employs a unique set of sensors and algorithms that must be
applied separately. In this thesis, I have worked on some of the hard sensor processing algorithms
and the architectures that can be utilized for multi-sensor data fusion applied to
counterinsurgency situations and surveillance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Multi-sensor Data Fusion
In the recent years, significant attention has been focused on multisensor data fusion for both
military and nonmilitary applications. Data fusion techniques combine data from multiple sensors
and related information to achieve more specific inferences than could be achieved by using a
single, independent sensor. Data fusion refers to the combination of data and information from
sensors, human reports, databases etc.
Multi sensor fusion has become a necessity to allow a robust perception of the environment. The
complementary nature of modalities is exploited in a wide variety of applications and domains
such as computer vision, object recognition and localization. The concept of data fusion is not
new, but with the emergence of new sensors, advanced processing techniques and hardware have
made real-time fusion of data increasingly viable. Currently data fusion systems are used
extensively for target tracking, automated identification of targets, and limited automated
reasoning applications [1].
There are several advantages of using multiple sensors over a single sensor. A statistical
advantage is gained by adding multiple sensors of the same type. The second advantage is
improvement in observation process. For instance, if one sensor measures the angular direction to
an object and another sensor measures the approximate circular region around the object, these
sensors can be combined to get a better estimate of the position of the object.
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Data fusion finds many applications in military and non-military domains. Some of the military
applications include ocean surveillance, battlefield intelligence, air to air defense and target
acquisition [1]. These problems involve target identification, localization and tracking. Nonmilitary applications include robotics, automotive industry and in medical applications.
As a preliminary step for fusion of data, processing of various hard sensors such as acoustics,
camera and other sensors are required. These sensors are processed to extract features and these
features are used for detection, identification, classification and tracking of targets of interest.
Various algorithms are applied in various scenarios for surveillance. The role of evolving sensors
such as Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) are also explored for the data fusion framework.
Note that LIDAR is the optical equivalent of RADAR.
There are three basic processing architectures[1] that can be used for multi-sensor data: (1) Direct
fusion of sensor data; (2) representation of sensor data via feature vectors, with subsequent fusion
of the feature vectors; or (3) processing of each sensor to achieve high-level inferences or
decisions which are subsequently combined. The important challenge in data fusion is
determining the type of architecture that needs to be employed in a particular scenario, the
sensors that are to be used, the hard sensor data processing algorithms and the stage at which the
sensor data is to be fused.

1.2 Problem Statement
There is a vast amount of information available these days that can be used in the right direction
to prevent several extreme/disastrous events. This information is available in various forms such
as images, videos, textual reports and other sensory outputs. All of these sensor outputs can be
combined to help us perceive information about the environment around us. One of the important
challenges in using all of these sensors is that each situation employs a different set of hard
2

sensors and processing algorithms. There is no single algorithm and sensor architecture that can
be used universally for all the different scenarios regarding suspicious activity recognition. Each
of these scenarios is unique and employs a unique set of sensors and algorithms that must be
applied separately. In this thesis, I have worked on some of the hard sensor processing algorithms
and the architectures that can be utilized for multi-sensor data fusion applied to surveillance and
scene understanding.
Context sensing can be achieved by using several sensors such as microphone, cameras, Infra-red
sensors,

Global

Positioning

Satellite

(GPS),

Differential

GPS

(DGPS),

thermal

sensors(thermometer, barometer, humidity sensors) and biometric sensors(to measure heart-rate,
blood pressure, temperature etc.). In this work, focus is on using traditional sensors such as
microphones, cameras and emerging sensors such as LIDAR. These sensors are used individually
and in conjunction in different situations for activity recognition and object localization. While
acoustic arrays can be used for range estimation, images and videos are used for entity detection
and tracking. Some of the scenarios that have been worked upon are (1) combining acoustic
sensor array and a video camera to identify a moving object (e.g. A yellow truck); (2) detection
ofsuspicious activities on a highway (e.g. A car pulling off a highway, speeding etc.); (3) use of
multiple cameras to track cars on a highway (Data Association using Geometrical methods); (4) a
system for intrusion detection. Each of these scenarios employs different set of algorithms and
architecture which will be discussed in detail in the following chapters.

1.2 Thesis Organization
Chapter 1 provides an overview of Multi-Sensor Data Fusion and the problem statement of this
thesis which involves implementation of different hard sensor processing algorithms that can be
used for sensor fusion. A review of the existing literature in the hard sensor processing area is
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also discussed in the first chapter. Chapter 2 describes the importance of acoustic sensors in
battlefield operations, acoustic sensor processing algorithms and implementation of one scenario
followed by the results. Chapter 3 addresses the various image and video processing algorithms
and techniques used in some of the scenarios for data fusion. Segmentation, object detection,
motion detection and tracking are illustrated and results are shown for some of the algorithms that
have been implemented. Multiple target tracking and multi camera systems along with the
concept of homography are described and the move towards evolving sensors such as LIDAR
highlighted. The tools and software that have been used for evaluating and implementing these
algorithms are listed at the end of the chapter. In chapter 4, the data fusion process model and the
various data fusion architectures are explained. Some fusion architectures are proposed for certain
scenarios such as intrusion detection and highway monitoring. Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis
and provides some directions for future work.

1.4 Literature Survey
The above gave an introduction about sensor fusion and the different sensors that were used for
various scenarios for activity recognition, localization and surveillance. In this section, the review
of different existing algorithms that are performed for the sensor outputs to accomplish the tasks
is presented.
In recent years, considerable interest has arisen in utilizing inexpensive acoustic sensors to
perform targets of interest identification and classification. There are many advantages of using
acoustic sensor arrays. They are low cost, have low power consumption. They do not require
direct line of sight and provide many capabilities for target detection, bearing estimation, target
tracking, classification and identification. Acoustic sensor responses can be combined for target
localization by triangulation. This problem has been studied for several years and has been
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addressed from several points of view. A lot of work in this area focused on the use of time-delay
estimates (TDEs) between microphones. It was found that using a minimum of four microphones;
a three-dimensional source location may be found [2]. Other methods have been proposed where
the source location estimate is calculated via least squares fitting of the time delay estimates [3].
In [4] the authors formulated an approximate maximum likelihood (ML) location estimator. This
ML estimator, which was shown to be equivalent to a weighted cross-correlation criterion, is then
used to select the source location from among the candidate locations. An array of microphones
has been used for source microphone range estimation in reverberant environments [5]. This
method solves the problem of range estimation between an acoustic source and multiple
microphones where the relative positioning of the elements of a microphone-array is unknown. In
this thesis, we have used maximum likelihood estimate of the angular measure of the sound given
the output of the four microphones.
While acoustic sensors are used for localization and range estimation, we can use cameras and
flash LIDAR for entity detection, recognition and tracking. There are several existing algorithms
for detection and tracking that we have employed for particular scenarios. Images and video data
are usually available for most of the scenarios through the use of aerial camera (with regard to
aerial imagery or traffic monitoring) or sometimes images through mobile phones of specific
scenes. For different scenarios, we need to apply varied algorithms. Given the object of interest or
template, an approximate way to detect the object in an image can be to perform template
matching using normalized cross-correlation [6]. To find particular colored objects in the image,
the color histogram or Gaussian mixture models can be used to find the corresponding object of
interest. However using the above mentioned methods, we may not be able to distinctly identify
the object within an image for changes in scale, rotation, intensity and views of the image. One
such algorithm that is invariant to scale, rotation, translation and view is SIFT (Scale Invariant
feature transform) [7] which can be used for detection and recognition. Most of these algorithms
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that are applied to 2-D images can also be applied to 3D data such as that from the Flash LIDAR.
The Microsoft’s Kinect device can be considered a smaller version of the LIDAR, which gives us
the depth image thereby introducing a third dimension. Based on this depth information, image
registration can be done to convert the objects in two different views to one coordinate system.
The Kinect can be used in the indoor environment but not very useful for outdoor scenarios
because of its small range. While the above are used for detecting an entity in an image or video
frame, it is also important to track the entity across frames. Target tracking depends on the nature
of the objects that are being tracked. Tracking algorithms are in general classified into appearance
based tracking and motion model based tracking algorithm. In this thesis, mean-shift tracking [8]
and Kalmanfilter [9] have been used for tracking the object of interest. Some of the algorithms
have also been applied to the data obtained from the Kinectwhich includes depth information. To
associate data between multiple views, Homography between the two views was used to compare
objects in one view to another. Multiple target tracking is also achieved using the usual single
target tracking algorithms combined with some data association algorithms like nearest neighbor.
Several multi target tracking algorithms have been reviewed, some of which performed tracking
of multiple vehicles using foreground, background and motion models [10], tracking humans
using multiple cameras that could combat problems of occlusion [11], and tracking humans based
on multiple view Homography [12]. Once the entity is detected and tracked, and we have the
output from two or more sensors, we apply sensor fusion algorithms for situation assessment.
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Chapter 2
Acoustic Sensor Processing
2.1 Acoustic Sensors
Sound waves are created by the alternate compression and expansion of solids, liquids or gases at
certain frequencies. They are longitudinal mechanical waves that have frequencies between 20
Hertz and 20 Kilo Hertz based on our own hearing abilities. Sound waves can be described in
terms of its energy and the frequencies it can be decomposed into. A microphone is an acoustic to
electric transducer that converts sound to electric signal. A hydrophone is an acoustic sensor for
liquid waves. Both the microphone and the hydrophone are pressure sensors with a wide dynamic
range. All microphones and hydrophones have a moving diaphragm and displacement transducer
that converts this motion into the electric signal. There are various kinds of microphones that are
characterized by their transducer principle, such as condenser, dynamic or piezoelectricity. A
microphones directionality or polar pattern indicates how sensitive it is to sounds arriving at
different angles about its central axis. There are various polar patterns such as Omni-directional,
cardioid or bidirectional as shown in table 2.1. The polar patterns are an important criterion while
choose a microphone and it is a chosen depending on the application it is to be used for and the
environment in which the microphone is to be used.

Fig 2-1:Shotgun Microphone

Fig 2-2: Electet Microphone
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Fig 2-3: Handheld Microhone

Table 2-1: Directionality patterns in microphones

Directionality

Pattern

Characteristics
Captures sound equally
from all directions

Uses
Capturing ambient noise

Omnidirectional

Cardioid

Heart-shaped
Handheld Microphones
Sound is picked up mostly
from the front, but to a
Ideal for general use
smaller extent from the
sides as well
More directional than
Cardioid

Referred to as shotgun
microphones

Eliminates most of the
sound from the sides and
rear
Picks up sound equally
from two directions

Picking up sound from a
subject at a distance or when
there is lot of ambient noise
Not many applications

Hyper cardioid

Bidirectional
Uses a figure of eight
pattern

Interview with two people
facing each other

2.2 Acoustic Sensors in Battlefield operations
Acoustic sensors have been used in battlefield applications since World War I. There are several
advantages in utilizing inexpensive acoustic sensors to perform targets of interest identification
and classification. Since acoustic sensors require low power and are of low cost, they are being
used for several battlefield operations such as target detection, bearing estimation, target tracking,
classification and identification. Acoustic sensors can be used to obtain the target location, speed,
and direction of motion with a high precision. However, it has limitations such as; its range is
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restricted, it is dependent on atmospheric effects and wind conditions, and is highly susceptible to
background noise.

Acoustic sensors have been used for surveillance purposes by utilizing acoustic signatures
associated with the enemy combatants to characterize the nature, location and speed of the enemy
combatant’s motion. These sensors detect the acoustic signatures and relay the signal to the
computer which does the processing. Some of the modern sensing technology is based on robust
sensors with very high computing capabilities, larger range and state of the art signal processing
technology. These are being used for ground-based, aerial and naval battlefield applications.
Unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) have acoustic sensors mounted on them, and as they approach the
enemy targets much closer than airplanes and therefore can be used to detect acoustic signatures.
These sensors when supplemented with other sensors such as cameras and LIDAR can provide a
tactical advantage against the enemy. Acoustic sensors have also been used in naval battlefield
applications where an array of acoustic sensors has been used for detecting submarines. [15]

2.3 Acoustic Signal Processing
Acoustic signal processing is a branch of signal processing that deals with extraction of data from
the signals conveyed by propagating sound waves [15]. It involves five intermediate processes:
noise rejection, detection, location, classification and cancellation. Localization will be focused
on in this section and chapter as a small experiment has been performed using an array of
acoustic sensors. A lot of work in this area focused on the use of time-delay estimates (TDEs)
between microphones. The basic principle involved is the sound wave propagating towards an
array of microphones will reach adjacent microphones with a constant time difference. Acoustic
sensor responses can be combined and have been used for localization by triangulation for several
years and this problem has been addressed from several points of view. The ultimate goal of
acoustic array signal processing is to combine the outputs of all the sensors so that the signal to
9

noise ratio is superior to that of a single sensor, the propagating wave is characterized and the
sources can be tracked.

The dual microphone source location [16] method in two-dimensional space has been used for
many years, where two microphones are used to evaluate the position of the source based on ratio
of energies. It is known that, the energy attenuates according to the inverse square law. If the coordinates of the microphones are known, then it is straightforward to estimate the source of sound
based on the co-ordinates and the energies received by the microphone. Two microphones are
used to evaluate the position of the source based on ratio of energies.
Suppose we have two microphones and a source signal. According to the inverse-square-law, the
signal received by the microphone is modeled as

Where, d = distance from the source to the microphone, s(t) is the sound signal from the source
Energy received by the microphone is obtained by integrating square of the signal over the time
interval.

Where

and

are short term energies of the signal and d1 and d2 are the distances between the

microphone-1 and source; and microhone-2 and source. If the co-ordinates of the microphones
are known, then the source location can be estimated based on these co-ordinates and the ratio of
the distances obtained.
It has been found that using a minimum of four microphones; a three-dimensional source location
is obtained [16]. In this work, the maximum likelihood estimate of the angular measure of the
sound given the output of the four microphones has been used.
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2.4 Experimental Setup
2.4.1 Scenario
Our focus is on particular scenarios where the output from both image and acoustic sensors can
be combined. Consider a case where a yellow truck containing Improvised Explosive Device
(IED) materials is moving around a particular area and several hard sensors are present around it
such as a camera, an array of microphones and a chemical sensor. The acoustic sensor can be
used to predict the location of the moving yellow truck and the camera can be used to extract
color information;

2.4.2 Setup
A micro scale experiment analogous to the above scenario has been carried out in our laboratory
at the Pennsylvania State University. Four acoustic sensors have been placed perpendicular to
each other and a small radio driven yellow car has been made to move around the microphone
system in a circular manner and the audio output and video is recorded as can be seen in figure 24.

Fig 2-4: Acoustic sensor arrays setup
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The microphones that have been used have cardioid directional pattern where most of the sound
is picked up from the front, but very little from the sides as well. To perform the experiment using
four acoustic sensors, several design decisions had to be taken regarding the way the array of
sensors are to be placed. Some of the other designs that have been considered can be seen in
figure 2-5.

Fig 2-5: Acoustic arrays setup formats

The sound waves can be used to obtain the short-term energies and based on this ratio of
energies; the approximate angle of the sound source can be obtained considering the center of the
acoustic sensor array as the origin. Video processing algorithms including color segmentation and
mean shift tracking [8] are applied on the video to extract the yellow car and to track that car in
successive frames. The outputs of audio and video sensors are combined to estimate the location
of the yellow truck; thus a lot of processing needs to be done at various stages before the actual
fusion.
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2.5 Results
The four sound waves are recorded simultaneously using sound recording software and an offline
analysis is done using simulation software MATLAB. The four raw sound waves that have been
recorded at the four microphones are shown in figure 2-6. The x-axis shows the time and the y-

amplitude
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amplitude

axis the amplitude of sound.
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Fig 2-6 : The acoustic signal at four microphones clockwise from the top

It can be observed from the above plot that at any time instant, one of the microphones gives
maximum amplitude, as the object moves around the setup in a circular fashion, the four
microphones produce same output but with time lapses. This amplitude is converted to short term
energy considering windows of 20msec length with an overlap of 10msec time period. Figure 2-7
shows the short term energies at the four microphones. These short term energies can be used to
determine the location of the moving object. If the area is divided into eight angular regions,
based on the ratio of amplitudes between adjacent microphones, the location of the object is
determined.
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Figure 2-7: Short time energies of the sound signal as the object moves at the four microphones

From the above plot, the location of the sound/object is determined by finding the microphones
from which we obtain two maximum amplitudes at every time instant. If the first is the maximum
and the second microphone has the second max amplitude, it means the sound belongs to region
1, the eight regions are shown in figure 2-8. Maximum likelihood estimation is used to find the
likelihood of the object belonging to each of the regions given the four short time energies at the
microphones.

Figure 2-8: The plane divided into eight regions where the object moves around in a circular
manner
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The result of the region in which the object belongs to can be seen in figure 2-9. As the object
moves around the microphones, the regions should change from 1, 2, 3 and so on upto 8 and
come back to region 1. The object is moved around thrice around the microphones setup and the
result is shown below.

Region the sound belongs to
8
7

region number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

time

Figure 2-9: The region where the object is present based on the energies at the four microphones

Thus through the simple experiment, four acoustic sensors have been used and feature level
fusion has been utilized to obtain the location of the source. This can be supplemented with other
sensors to obtain a more accurate location of the sound and various sensor configurations can be
implemented depending on the application.
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Chapter 3
Image and Video Processing
3.1

Introduction to visual processing

Visual surveillance technologies are used in various settings such as laboratories, businesses,
shopping malls, streets, submarines, schools, military installations, traffic signals, subways,
highways and observatories. Cameras are the most popular surveillance sensors. There has been a
significant increase in the usage of cameras and video sensors with high resolution, pan-tilt
capabilities mounted on moving platforms in surveillance applications. Due to the inexpensive
and easily available sensors and increasing processing power; acquisition and processing of video
information has become more feasible. Several smart cameras are being designed such that the
data can be sent directly to the control center. Monitoring of public and private sites has become a
very sensitive issue and they can be employed to aid the citizen. The latest surveillance systems
are highly flexible, are capable of generating high quality imagery and make use of existing
internet and network resources to provide remote monitoring capabilities. This requires extensive
processing power and powerful computing platforms and architectures to accomplish real time
processing. The processing of videos and images for scene understanding, characterizing events
of interest relies on detection and tracking of moving objects of interest in every frame and
temporal integration of frame based information to model various scenarios. Tracking of people
and vehicles is one of the key technologies for most monitoring applications for indoor, outdoor
or public environments. Real time tracking that performs well in all weather and lighting
conditions is only a recent achievement. These advances have been possible through
breakthroughs in communication and internet technology.
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In this chapter, some of the image and video processing algorithms and scenarios that have been
implemented are described along with the results obtained. There are several existing algorithms
for processing videos, detection and tracking of entities. There is no single algorithm that can be
applied universally to all situations, so the algorithms and their corresponding scenarios will be
presented in this chapter. Also, how these sensors can be used along with human or textual
reports will be discussed. Some of the 2D algorithms can also be applied to 3D data from the
LIDAR and the role of these technologies within a human centric hard and soft information
fusion system will be briefed.

3.2 Image Processing
Defense Surveillance is an important area where image processing techniques are applied. In
several applications, image and spatial data from different imaging, mapping and other sensors
has the potential to provide significant performance improvements over single sensor detection,
classification, and situation assessment functions. In locating the various objects from an aerial
image, there are various steps involved. Segmentation is a primary task to segment different
objects in the image. After extracting the segments, parameters like area, location, perimeter and
shape are found and each of the segmented objects are classified. Since many of the low cost
video surveillance equipment devices provide poor quality of images, processing is the only way
to extract critical information from the video data, such as writing on labels, bags, license plate
numbers and facial features.
Several applications such as recognizing humans, sounding an alarm if suspicious activities are
encountered, isolating a person’s face against a database and matching features make use of
image processing algorithms. Sometimes we might have a video of an event of low resolution and
an image at higher resolution, so the smaller details can be obtained from the images while the
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motion of the entity can be tracked using the video. Several sensors can be used in conjunction to
monitor odd activities outdoors and indoors.

3.2.1 Segmentation
Segmentation is an important step in processing images and videos. It is used to cluster regions in
images and classify the various regions. There are several image segmentation techniques that
have been designed. Image segmentation techniques can be classified as: measurement space
guided spatial clustering; single linkage region growing schemes, centroid linkage region growing
schemes, hybrid linkage region growing schemes, spatial clustering schemes, and split and merge
schemes. Image segmentation can be viewed as a clustering process. The difference between
segmentation and clustering being that clustering grouping is done in measurement space, while
in segmentation grouping is done in the spatial domain of the image. Segmentation is applied in
medical Imaging, face recognition, finger print recognition and machine vision. It is also used as
a preprocessing technique in the data fusion architecture.
Regions in an image can be classified based on characteristics such as color, intensity and
textures. Clustering methods such as K-means and EM (Expectation Maximization) are used to
cluster the image into various regions by initializing the number of clusters (K) and their centers
and iteratively partitioning the image into K clusters. Gaussian mixture models can be used to
describe the color of the object of interest and it can be found using a threshold in that image to
classify regions of that color. Similarly other features can be used to segment and cluster regions
in an image. Clustering methods such as K-means and EM (Expectation Maximization) are used
to cluster the image into various regions. In sensor fusion architecture, several times, when soft
sensor reports information such as a ―man with a yellow tool box‖ is obtained, the color attribute
can be used to find the date related to the scenario out from the image database by looking for a
man (skin color) with a ―yellow‖ box.
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Figure 3-1: Classifying the yellow tool box

Figure 3-2: Skin model applied to the image

3.3 Video Processing
3.3.1Object Detection
Surveillance systems require detecting moving objects in video streams. Object detection is a key
aspect of the processing stage in the data fusion framework. We as humans detect objects like
buildings, faces, automobiles with great ease. But this is very challenging for a computer to
imitate. There are several approaches to object detection depending on the type of object to be
detected. Certain image features like color, texture and shape can be used for object detection. It
has been a difficult problem in computer vision to automate the process of object detection. The
detector must be invariant within the object category. For instance, cars have different sizes,
shapes, coloring and in small details such as tires, headlights etc. The lighting and the pose also
affect its appearance. A robust algorithm to detect cars must be able to distinguish it from other
objects as well.
One of the important challenges of object detection is establishing an efficient method that is
applicable to various scenarios. Given the object of interest or a template, a crude way to detect
the object in the image can be to perform normalized cross correlation with the template; if we
want to find particular colored objects in our image, the color histogram or Gaussian mixture
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models can be used corresponding to the object of interest. However, using the above mentioned
methods, we may not be able to distinctly identify the object within an image for changes in
scale, rotation, intensity and views of the image. Object detection is often done using classifiers.
A set of classifiers with various poses is usually trained with sample data and the queried image
can be matched against the images in the data base to detect the corresponding image. For
instance, face detection/ recognition is often done using the Haar classifier by training the face
and then detecting it.
The Intel’s OpenCV library that is used in visual studio has an inbuilt function for face detection
that can be used for face detection; it can also be used to detect multiple faces in a single frame.
Figure 3-3 shows the result of the haar classifier applied to an input image.

Figure 3-3 : Face detection using the haar wavelet

One of the algorithms that is invariant to rotation, scale and viewpoint and has been used for
detection and recognition is the SIFT keys [7], [18] which can be used to recognize known
objects from unknown viewpoints. This algorithm uses a new class of local image features that
are obtained through staged filtering approach that identifies stable points in scale space. This
method can be used to detect objects even if they are partially occluded. It can be made invariant
to change in intensity as well, by converting the RGB space to the HSV space [19] and letting go
of the intensity dimension, but it is not completely illumination invariant.
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Figure 3-4: Matches between the two objects using SIFT Local features

It can be seen from Figure 3-4 that the SIFT algorithm is invariant to scale, translation and
rotation. These detection algorithms are employed prior to tracking. Once the object is detected,
it is then tracked using either an appearance based model or a motion model.

3.3.2 Motion Detection
Detection of moving objects in videos sequence is often a requirement in surveillance and
monitoring systems. There are several class of algorithms to accomplish this, which include pixel
based methods, template based methods and object-based methods as seen in [20], [21]. The
background and foreground can be classified using approaches such as basic background
subtraction, frame differencing, adaptive frame differencing and background-foreground
estimation using EM algorithm by fitting a mixture of Gaussians to model both the background
and foreground [21].
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3.3.2.1 Simple background subtraction and Frame Differencing
A combination of background subtraction and simple frame differencing is used for a scenario
with vehicles on a highway since we want to detect changes in every frame, at the same time we
also want to detect objects that are present on the highway other than the background. This
information cannot be obtained using the frame differencing method alone. Background
subtraction is sensitive to changing illumination and minor movements in the background. Since
the camera is fixed in this case, we can use background subtraction. Frame differencing can
quickly adapt to changing lighting or camera motion and objects that stop are not detected using
frame differencing. However, using frame differencing we can only detect the leading and the
trailing edge of a uniform colored object. It is hard to detect objects that are moving towards or
away from the camera using frame differencing. Thus, we use a combination of background
subtraction and frame differencing to be able to detect stopped objects, at the same time to detect
moving objects given the fixed camera; the model that has been used for the detection of moving
objects is shown in figure 3-5. However, when there are changes in illumination, this model
doesn’t work since the same background image is used for both during the day and night, so there
is a large change in the intensity of the frame in consideration. To overcome this, we use tracking
algorithms such as Kalman filter, which use the result of frame differencing as the observation
model.
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Figure 3-5: Motion detection using a combination of background subtraction and frame
differencing

3.3.2.2 Results
Given a background image of the highway without the cars, this image is used to subtract the
incoming frames. The top pane in figure 3-6 shows the result of motion detection in view 1 and
the bottom pane shows the results of the motion in view 2. The first figure is the original image of
the vehicles on the highway in both views. The next one represents the regions obtained after
combining background subtraction and frame differencing. Ellipses are fit around each of this
region and the result is seen below. Finally, we have the centers of these ellipses and they are
used to draw a bounding box around the vehicles in both the views and the correspondences
between them are also shown using the same color bounding box. This makes use of Simple
background subtraction, frame differencing, fitting ellipses around the regions and Homography
to associate objects between the two views. It can be applied to find abandoned cars on highway,
or to track vehicles on highway for typical surveillance applications. Since this is an aerial view,
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feature or appearance based methods cannot be used to track objects, hence motion based
methods and tracking algorithms like Kalman filtering can be applied.

Figure 3-6: Tracking cars on a highway and associating multiple views via homography

3.3.2.2Persistent Frame Differencing
Persistent frame differencing is invariant to illumination changes and camera motion. Objects
leave behind a trail of pixels. The leading and trailing edges are wider, so it is easy to see the
entire object. It can also be used to find the direction of motion of the object by using the gradient
of the trail. The motion images are combined with a linear decay term to obtain what is known as
the motion history image. Figure 3-7 shows a video frame where persistent frame differencing is
applied and the direction of motion of the human is found using the gradient, the green color in
the figure showing the direction towards which the human is moving. The left part of the image
shows the motion history image and the right image shows the bounding box around the tracked
person.
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Figure 3-7: Motion detection using persistent frame differencing

3.3.3 Tracking
Target tracking is an important aspect of surveillance, traffic monitoring, motion capture, activity
analysis and autonomous vehicle navigation to obtain kinematical attributes of the target such as
position, velocity, etc. Monitoring and control of targets has gained significant attention with the
advances in the field of computer vision. However, robust tracking in all conditions still remains
a difficult problem for majority of the computer vision applications. In the case of outdoor
surveillance systems, the tracking problem is more challenging because of the variances in
illumination and lighting conditions. These problems become worse if the video that is being
processed is from an aerial view. The motion of the camera can increase and the isolation of the
background from the foreground becomes extremely difficult. In many applications, the target
tracking applications are characterized by uncertainty and ambiguities. Tracking poses different
set of challenges depending on whether a single object or multiple objects need to be tracked.
When multiple objects are being tracked, the correlation between the motion models of different
targets also must be considered. Video surveillance of human activities requires tracking of
people, whereas surveillance of highways and outdoor activities often require tracking of
vehicles. In a battlefield scenario, ballistic missiles and other defense related objects are tracked.
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The environment, the object being tracked, and the features obtained by the available sensors
must be considered when choosing a tracking algorithm. Tracking algorithms can broadly be
categorized into feature-based tracking such as mean-shift and Lucas Kanade algorithm and
motion-based tracking such as the Kalman filter and particle filter. Both appearance-based and
motion based tracking algorithms with respect to counterinsurgency operations will be discussed
in the following sections. Such operations encompass a wide horizon of target tracking domains
such as single target tracking, multiple targets tracking, tracking objects of interest in scene,
abandoned object detection, and tracking similar objects in two different camera views.
In a tracking system, the number of targets, the type of motion of the target (linear or non-linear)
and the state of the targets in the region of interest, and defining the state vector to characterize
the objects being tracked are the main requirements. Given a noisy observation at a current time
instant, estimating the state of the target involves a statistical estimation problem. The state
vectors that can be used for defining the object states can be its location, velocity and appearance
attributes as well. The information of the current state is estimated from the previous states, it
makes use of recursive estimators.
Several frameworks have been proposed for video segmentation, tracking and recognition of
humans, vehicles and other objects to aid surveillance such as [22], [23], and [26]. Some of these
techniques have been applied in this work to certain scenarios in data fusion that involve entity
tracking and recognition from the standpoint of the visual sensors. This information will be
supplemented with soft sensors (viz., human observations) and other sensors such as the GPS,
acoustic sensors and thermal sensors to predict an extreme event.

3.3.3.1 Appearance based tracking
Appearance of an object can be characterized by its shape, color, texture, orientation and other
features. Histogram based appearance models have been used to track non-rigid objects when it is
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hard to estimate the motion model of the object. Color is an efficient metric that allows for real
time performance using reasonable hardware.

3.3.3.1.1 Tracking color objects using Mean-shift
Mean-shift tracking algorithm [8] is an efficient method for real-time tracking of non-rigid
objects. This makes use of color histogram of the object to estimate the motion. Most of the
cameras provide an RGB (Red, green, blue) representation of an image. To provide a high level
of invariance to the intensity of the ambient illumination, the RGB color space is converted to
HIS (Hue, Saturation, Intensity) color space and the intensity dimension is discarded. Hue
corresponds to the intuitive notion of color whereas saturation corresponds to vividness or purity
of color.

Figure 3-8: HSV color space

Expectation Maximization algorithm is applied to the Hue-Saturation space of the color objects as
has been done in [19] to find the Gaussian mixture model parameters after which the mean-shift
algorithm across scale spaces [24] is used to track the color object to make it robust to change in
scale of the object.
The conditional density that a pixel belongs to the foreground is modeled as a Gaussian mixture
with m component densities.

∑
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Where

are the mixing weights corresponding to the apriori probability that x was generated

by the jth component

∑

Each mixture component p(x/j) is a Gaussian with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ, that is in the
case of two dimensional color space:

(

)

Expectation maximization (EM) provides an effective maximum likelihood algorithm for fitting a
mixture into a dataset. The EM algorithm is iterative and the mixture parameters are updated
every iteration. The mean and covariance values for Gaussian mixture models are obtained after
several iterations. The mixing weights are based on the color of the object and the initial mean
and covariance are set by viewing the color distributions and approximated. The EM algorithm is
run to get a set of mean and covariance matrices for the m Gaussian distributions. The figures 3-9
to 3-12 show the result of applying the EM algorithm to an object and modeling the color
distributions using two Gaussians.

Figure 3-9: Multi-color ball image

Figure 3-10: Cropped region from the ball image
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Figure 3-11: Color distribution (HS) of fig 3-10

Figure 3-12: Color distribution fitted with two
Gaussians

The mean-shift tracker is an efficient technique or tracking blobs through an image, however
there is a problem of scaling of object that the algorithm fails for, however the mean-shift blob
tracking through scale space [24] overcomes this problem by adapting the Lindeberg’s[25] theory
of feature scale selection based on local maxima of differential scale-space filters.
The basic principle of the mean-shift algorithm is the computation of an offset from the location
vector x to a new location x’ = x + Δx, according to the following equation:

Where K is a suitable kernel function and the summations are performed over a local window of
pixels around the current location x.

3.3.3.1.2 Results
Figure 3-13 shows the results of applying mean-shift scale space tracker on a video that has been
extracted from the Hollywood movie, ―Finding nemo‖ to demonstrate that the object even
though, there is a variation in scale as it moved back and forth, it is still being tracked based on its
appearance model, which in this case is characterized by its color. An image rectangle is selected
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by hand in the first frame and the color model is acquired using the EM algorithm, it is modeled
into a mixture of Gaussians. Sample frames are shown in figures 3-14 to 3-17.

Figure 3-13: The orange fish is being tracked for varying scale using mean-shift tracker

For indoor and outdoor surveillance, where there is a distinct object that can be characterized by
features, the mean shift tracking algorithm can be applied. It cannot be applied to aerial videos of
surveillance such as traffic monitoring datasets where the cars are so small that their features
cannot be identified.

Figure 3-14: Selected frame

Figure 3-15: Frame in HSV Space

Figure 3-16: Color distribution of the red tumbler
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Figure 3-17: Red tumbler being tracked

3.3.3.2 Motion based tracking
Given a system with parameters such as scene structure, camera motion; and
measurements or noisy observations, the state components are predicted from the
observations. Models are used to describe a priori knowledge about the world and the
imaging projection process.

System dynamics

Previous
state

model

Measurement
model

State

Next
state

Measurement

Figure 3-18: State and measurement models

3.3.3.2.1 Kalman filter tracking
Object tracking using Kalman filtering has been worked upon for several years. The Kalman filter
is used to estimate a process using feedback control. The filter estimates the process state at some
time and then obtains feedback in the form of noisy measurements. The equations for state and
measurement are as follows:

Where Xk is the state of the system, Uk is the model noise, C is the measurement noise, Yk is the
noisy observation
The state equation can be thought of as predictor equation, while the measurement update
equations can be thought of as corrector equations. The final estimation algorithm resembles that
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of a predictor-corrector algorithm for solving numerical problems. Figure 3-19 shows result of
applying Kalman filter on the frame from a football video dataset. The centroid of the bounding
box is considered to be the state space and a constant velocity model is used. The green bounding
box is for the ground truth object that is supposed to be tracked and the red bounding box is for
the object that is being tracked using the Kalman filter.

Figure 3-19: Football player being tracked over several frames
The constant velocity model works better in terms of accuracy because this model gives more
weight to the latest values of mean and covariance instead of giving equal weights to all the past
values. Using the simple averaging procedure where the predicted state is the average of all the
previous states and the current observation model, which assumed constantposition, hence it was
not tracking the soccer player accurately, there were lot of misses and false positives.
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3.3.2.2 Other Tracking Algorithms
There are several motion models that can be used for tracking, Kalman filter, particle filter and
their variations. Table 3.1 specifies the various algorithms and the type of system it is suitable for.

Table 3-1 : Tracking algorithms and their characteristics
Tracking algorithm

Type of System

Kalman filter

Best for linear dynamic systems with
Gaussian Noise

Handles Non-linear and Non-Gaussian

Extended Kalman Filter

systems by linearizing the process

Better method to approximate non linearity

Unscented Kalman filter

using Unscented transform

Non-linear and Non-Gaussian dynamic
systems
Particle Filter,

Suffers from degeneracy and loss of

Unscented Particle Filter

diversity.
Requires resampling to avoid performance
degradation
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3.3.3.3 Multiple target tracking
All the tracking algorithms described in the above sections can be used for multiple target
tracking. The multiple targets must be tracked in noisy measurements, and it becomes important
to deal with problems such as associating measurements with targets. Data association in the
context of multiple target tracking deals with matching observations in a new frame to a set of
tracked trajectories. It is necessary to define which observation belongs to which track to ensure
that the targets are being tracked correctly. Several algorithms have been proposed for data
association such as gating, applying Kalman filtering technique for prediction, nearest neighbor
algorithm by evaluating each observation and finding the best one to incorporate onto a particular
track. The nearest neighbor [27] algorithm is a linear assignment problem where we have N
targets in the current frame and M targets in the next frame, some measure or score has to be
defined to match the objects in both the frames. Figure 3-20 shows the result of applying the
Kalman filter to track multiple cars on a highway. For this approach, the nearest neighbor method
has been used.

Figure 3-20: Multiple target tracking using Kalman filter
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3.4 Multi camera Systems
In most situations, information obtained from single stand-alone units of the above sources is not
sufficient for comprehensive reporting of any suspicious activity. Very often, the data obtained
from a single unit needs to be fortified with the data from other hard sensors of a similar type or
from soft sensors.

For example, consider the case of an aerial camera which is mounted on a

predator, surveying around a critical military zone. Each camera has a specific field of view
which restricts the span of the visual information that could be captured. Also, frequent pan-tiltzoom operations on the camera affect the quality of images captured by the camera. The
resolution of the camera affects the depth up to which visual information could be captured.
These factors play a vital role in the determining the quality and accuracy of the visual
information captured by these hard sensors.
Often, information which is visible in one camera view is incomprehensible in other views. On
the other hand, sometimes, information visible in two different camera views is insufficient in
determining the critical decision-making parameters such as the number of entities involved in
the scene, nature of the entities, type of entities etc. Military operations are inherently timecritical and a great deal of importance is attached to the temporal and spatial consistency in the
reported information. Temporal consistency refers to the same type of information being reported
periodically. Spatial consistency refers to information of similar bearings being reported
periodically. Maintaining temporal and spatial consistency in the information reported by hard
sensors is critical in determining the quality of information. This necessitates a high degree of
time synchronization in the mode of operation of multiple hard sensors, to ensure the veracity of
the reported information.
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3.4.1 Homography
Several scenarios employ multiple cameras in place of a single camera as we can obtain a larger
field of view, also it helps in dealing with occlusions or objects that are present in one field of
view but absent in the other. Objects can be tracked in multiple views and can be associated with
each other using homography. Any two images of the same planar surface are related by a linear
transformation in homogeneous coordinates called projective transformation or homography.
Four points on a plane are needed to compute homography matrix.
Homography can be used in cases where one camera is zoomed in and the other camera is
zoomed out, two pictures of the same plane and can be used in cases where one camera is rotated
with respect to the other camera.

Figure 3-21: Two Cameras facing a plane related by the Homography matrix H
Points in one view (x1, y1, z1) are related to points in the other view (x 2, y2, z2) through the homography
matrix using the following equation.

The figures 3-22 and 3-23 show how Homography between two images can be used to find the
correspondence between them. The set of points(marked in magenta) in the left image are used to
find the corresponding points in the right image(green points).
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Figure 3-22: The magenta points represent points
in the first view

Figure 3-23: The green marks corresponding points in
the second view obtained using homography matrix

Homography can be used in obtaining mosaics, when we have views of different cameras and we
desire to attain a single image with a large field of view, this can be employed. It is also used in
data association between to views; it has been used in the tracking module when multiple cameras
are present which will be described in the later part of this chapter. It can also be used to remove
distortions between successive frames.
Figure 3-24 shows face detection using two cameras. This method can be used for indoor
surveillance applications where you have two or more cameras mounted on the roof that are
trying to detect faces. The homography between the views will be known and it can be found out.

Figure 3-24: Face detection at multiple views using haar wavelet and homography
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3.5 LIDAR and 3D Sensor Processing
3.5.1 Introduction to LIDAR
LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a relatively new tool that can be used to accurately geo
reference terrain features. The system is new, but the underlying technologies that are used in the
system have been around for several years. The LIDAR is typically an integration of three
technologies into a single system capable of acquiring data to produce accurate digital elevation
models (DEMs). These three technologies are lasers, the Global Positioning System (GPS) and
inertial navigation systems (INS). These three combined, allow the positioning of the footprint of
a laser beam as it hits an object to a high degree of accuracy. Figure 3-25 shows the LIDAR
system that is mounted on an aircraft or helicopter. During the flight, the LIDAR sensor pulses a
high frequency laser beam toward the earth through an opening in the bottom of the aircraft. The
time difference between the pulses of the laser beam and the return of the reflected laser signal is
recorded.

Figure 3-25: The LIDAR System [28]
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The LIDAR is used to map bare earth elevations in forested or vegetated areas than other methods
because only a single pulse is needed to reach between the trees and the ground. Digital elevation
data created from LIDAR are more cost effective when compared to traditional methods. As
shown in [29], some of the applications where LIDAR can be used are for oil and gas exploration
surveys, engineering/construction surveys, real-estate development, power line transmission or
pipeline corridor planning, coastal zone mapping, forestry and urban modeling. LIDAR is a
maturing technology and applications are still being identified and developed. LIDAR can also be
used for outdoor surveillance and military applications. It is an enabling and enhancing
technology and has revolutionized some of the industries like mapping and surveys. Unlike
ground survey technologies, it is unobtrusive and environmentally friendly; it can be flown over
areas where access is limited, impossible, or undesirable. To generate 3D point cloud
representations of a scene, laser ranging devices are used that fall under two categories: a single
beam point-scanning technology or a focal plane array (FPA) device [30]. The former technology
is more common and institutionalized. Well performing FPA flash LIDAR devices are becoming
commercially available only recently. Figure 3-26 shows the 3D flash LIDAR video camera
technology developed by Advanced Scientific Concepts (ASC).

Figure 3-26: Advanced Scientific Concepts 3D Flash LIDAR Video Camera [30]

The LIDAR could potentially be used for face recognition as the 2d face recognition algorithms
suffer from the viewpoint, where we can recognize faces either from frontal view or the side
view, but using a 3D sensor, it can be used to extract a face model that can be used in detection
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and recognition of faces. The LIDAR when combined with a camera is quite powerful, as the
LIDAR generates a 3d point cloud and the camera provides us with the surface information, we
can combine these two to view the data from varying angles.

3.5.2Kinect
The Microsoft’s Kinect [31] motion control sensor for Xbox is a device that consists of complex
system of cameras, sensors, microphones and software for gaming. It is a patented device that
was granted by the US Patent and trademark office. The patent describes the gadget with an
infrared light emitter, a depth sensor and a digital camera that combine to capture people and
objects in the three-dimensional space. The infrared light bounces off the player enabling the
sensor to determine motion. The camera is used to get the video which is processed by the facerecognition and gesture recognitions software. The figure 3-27 shows a gamer punching motion
controlling a boxing game through Kinect.

Figure 3-27: Concept of the Kinect [31]

The intended application of the Kinect was for gaming, but the open source community was able
to obtain the drivers for Kinect to be used with a PC and the interface to MATLAB was
eventually achieved.
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Many of the algorithms that are applied to images and videos in the two dimensional space can be
applied to three dimensional point-cloud data from sensors such as LIDAR. The Microsoft Kinect
is an inexpensive consumer device that can be used as a surrogate for LIDAR as long as the
scenario is close-range and doesn’t require that advanced gating capabilities of the LIDAR. Color
mapped depth images can be obtained using the kinect for close range objects as shown in figure
3-28.

Figure 3-28: Depth Image obtained from the Kinect
.

3.6 Tools used for implementation and evaluation
For implementing most of the acoustic and the image processing algorithms, MATLAB has been
used with the Image processing and the signal processing library. All the MATLAB scripts that
have been written to obtain the above results are listed in the appendix.
The Intel’s open source computer vision library known as the OpenCV which consists of several
programming functions for real time computer vision has been used for the face detection
algorithm using Haar wavelet. Apart from that some of the other inbuilt algorithms such as
camshift have been tried out to evaluate the mean-shift tracking in scale space.
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Another tool that has been used is the Montivision [http://www.montivision.com/] which is
software that can be used for integrating video capture and processing functionalities. It consists
of several blocks and the data acquisition tool that can be used to read video, apply several
filtering algorithms whose parameters can be tuned and view the output. This was used while
developing algorithms, to see which filters work best for what application, more like a reverse
engineering approach. It has also been used as a tuning or tweaking tool to see what parameters
exactly suit the scenario. Some of the screenshots while using the tool is shown in figure 3-26.

Figure 3-29: Filtering an image
To connect Microsoft’s Kinect to PC, drivers have been installed and the openni forum, NITE
tools have been used. For MATLAB interface of Kinect, certain MEX files had to be compiled,
for being able to read the data from the sensor into MATLAB.
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Chapter 4
Fusion Architectures
4.1 Introduction
Multisensor data fusion has received significant attention in recent years because of its
application in the military and nonmilitary domains. The concept of data fusion is not new, we as
humans combine the senses, touch, sight, smell and taste far effectively to assess something.
Similarly several sensors and related information are used to achieve more specific inferences.
Many emerging sensors, advanced processing and improved hardware make real-time fusion of
data increasingly viable. Current data fusion systems are used for target tracking, identification of
targets and automated reasoning applications.
In the chapters 2 and 3, some of the algorithms have been implemented for acoustic and camera
sensors. These are processing techniques for the two sensors; similarly other techniques exist for
processing different sensors. Techniques to fuse data are taken from various traditional
disciplines such as signal processing, control systems, artificial intelligence, estimation and
detection theory and numerical methods.
Military applications of multisensor data fusion focus on problems of localization,
characterization and identification of dynamic entities such as emitters, weapons and military
units. Also, a higher level inference about the enemy situation is required sometimes. Each of the
various military applications such as ocean surveillance, battlefield intelligence, air-to-air defense
and surface-to-air defense involves a sensor suite, desired inferences, and unique set of
challenges.
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Current state of the art data fusion systems make use of several different sensors. Some of the
sensors that can be used and the type of information that can be extracted from these sensors are
shown in table 4.1
Table 4-1: Sensors, processing methods and information extracted
Sensors

Widget

Information

Identification of targets
Acoustic Sensors

Acoustic sensor processing

Speaker
recognition/understanding
Localization

Cameras
LIDAR
Infra-Red Sensors

Image processing and
Computer Vision techniques

Object recognition
3D object tracking
Face recognition

Location
GPS, DGPS, RFID, gyro,
accelerometers

Map Registration

Altitude
Speed
Orientation

Thermometer
Humidity sensor
Barometer

Direct Registration

Photodiode sensors

Physical Environment
Chemical Environment

Accelerometers
Biometric Sensors:
Heart rate
Blood pressure
Temperature

Registration and
Psychological Mapping

GRS
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Personal Physical State of
a human

4.2 Data Fusion Process Model
The Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) established a Data Fusion Working Group in 1986 and
began their effort to formalize the terminology related to data fusion. They created a process
model for data fusion and a data fusion lexicon, as can be seen in figure 4-1.
The JDL Process model [1] is very general and can be applied across various areas like military
and non-military applications. The processes, functions, categories of techniques and specific
techniques applicable to data fusion have been identified. The model is a two layer hierarchy. The
top level is conceptualized by sensor inputs, human-computer interaction, source preprocessing
and database management. There are four key sub processes.

Figure 4-1 : Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) process model for data fusion [1]
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Level 1 Processing (Object Refinement) combines sensor data to obtain most reliable and
accurate estimation of an entity’s position, velocity, attributes and identity. This is the most
mature area of the data fusion model. This involves feature based methods for target
identification. Several pattern recognition techniques are used to recognize and classify targets.
Level 2 processing (Situation Refinement) is aimed to develop a description of relationships
between entities and events in the context of the environment.
Level 3 processing (Thread Refinement) projects the current situation into the future to draw
inferences about enemy threats, friend and foe vulnerabilities, and opportunities for operations.
These areas (level 2 and level 3 processing) are relatively immature and have raw prototypes, but
few operational systems. The challenge in this area is to establish a set of rules, frames and
methods to represent knowledge about situation assessment or threat assessment.
Level 4 processing (Process Refinement) is a meta process that monitors the overall data fusion
process to assess and improve real-time system performance.
In level 4 processing, operations that involve single sensors, effective systems have been
developed such as phased array radars. In contrast, when multiple sensors are involved, the
dynamic observing environments, external mission constraints and multiple targets are more
challenging.
There are specific functions and techniques for each of these sub processes in the hierarchical
JDL model. Implementation of data fusion systems integrates all these functionalities into the
overall processing flow.
The technology of Data fusion is rapidly evolving. There are several new sensors, algorithms and
techniques to assemble into an overall architecture for various applications.
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4.3 Processing Architectures
There are three basic processing architectures that are used for multisensor data:
1. Direct fusion of sensor data
2. Representation of sensor data via feature vectors, with subsequent fusion of feature
vectors
3. Processing of each sensor to achieve high-level inferences or decisions which are
subsequently combined.

4.3.1 Direct Fusion of Sensor data
Raw sensor data are combined if all the sensors are measuring the same physical phenomena,
such as two visual image sensors or two acoustic sensors. Techniques for combining these sensor
data involve classical estimation methods such as Kalman filtering. If the sensor data are noncommensurate, then the data needs to be processed and features are extracted or a higher level
inference is made and fusion takes place at a feature/ state vector level or decision level. Figure
4.2 shows the architecture that employs direct fusion of sensor data.

Figure 4-2: Direct fusion of sensor data [1]
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4.3.2 Feature level Fusion
The feature level fusion involves extraction of features from the sensor data followed by data
association between features obtained from various sensors. If two sensors, one acoustic sensor
an a camera are looking at a moving car, the acoustic sensor is used to extract features for target
identification whereas the camera sensor uses some image/video processing algorithms to extract
features such as color, texture, corners etc. All these features from different sensors are combined
into a single concatenated feature vector that is an input to the pattern recognition techniques.
Figure 4-3 shows the architecture of feature level fusion.

Figure 4-3: Architecture for feature level fusion [1]
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4.3.3 Decision level Fusion
Decision level fusion combines sensor information after each sensor has made a preliminary
determination of an entity’s location, identification and other attributes. Decision level fusion
methods include Bayesian inference and Dempster-Shafer method among other methods.
Figure 4-4 shows the fusion architecture for decision level fusion systems.

Figure 4-4: Architecture for decision level fusion[1]

4.4 Soft Sensors
The capabilities of traditional hard sensors such as cameras, acoustic sensors and other RF
sensors are limited as they cannot provide observational information or relationships between
various events. Humans are very good observers and can draw inferences that are not available
from hard sensors. Thus humans act as soft sensors, the word ―soft‖ is used to address the fact
that these sensors cannot be calibrated. There is no distribution that can be used to fit data from
human reports, and soft sensor data is time varying. They are dependent on several factors like
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the age of a person, race, mood and his experiences. But humans provide valuable inferences and
observations that are beyond the abilities of physical sensors. A vast amount of information and
videos and images of everything on the planet is available through twitter, Facebook, YouTube,
MySpace, Wikipedia etc. Hard sensors are primarily used to measure attributes and features of
entities, soft sensor data could be used to get inferences and relationship between entities. Several
techniques exist to combine data from traditional sensors; little work has been done on combining
hard and soft sensors. The infrastructure to support fusion of soft and hard sensors is shown in
[32]. There are three types of information, (1) hard sensor data via sensor networks, (2) reports
from ad-hoc observers and (3) input from the internet. Each of these sources must be
characterized prior to fusion. The hard sensor data processing algorithms have been shown in
chapter 2 and chapter 3 for acoustic and video sensors respectively. Similarly, the human report
observations can be processed via knowledge elicitation techniques with meta data generated to
transform human data such as ―I see a suspicious person near the building‖ into semantic terms
or scalar quantities by translating the fuzzy concept of ―near the building‖ to a geographical
location. Finally, there is a large amount of information available via the web/ internet. So these
three processes (hard sensor processing, soft sensor processing and info from the web) are
processed in parallel to transform sensor energy collection into useful information, transforming
reported human observations and data from the web, correlating the various observations and
output the fused information in the form of textual reports. Fusing hard and soft data poses
various challenges as physical sensors generate structured data that can be characterized
mathematically, soft data are generally unstructured and lack interpretive models. Human reports
are typically qualitative, open to interpretation, and often inconsistent. It is very important to have
a data set that can be used to perform experiments on hard and soft data fusion, [13] and [14]
have described initial progress towards generating a data set to assist in verifying and validating
fusion approaches. Data association is another difficult problem when soft sensors are involved.
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4.5 Proposed Architecture for various Scenarios
The fusion architectures shown in Section 4.3 are used for various scenarios. Some of these
scenarios such as intrusion detection and suspicious activities on a highway will be discussed and
the architectures will be presented.

4.5.1 Intrusion detection
Intrusion detection systems are very important for indoor security. Several intrusion detection
methods have been proposed in the context of networks, which aims at information security. But
in this scenario, intrusion detection aims at buildings such as banks, or shopping malls where
attacks could occur. An automated system and the architecture is proposed to identify theft or
when someone breaks into the building. In Chapter 2 and 3, the various sensor processing
algorithms have been discussed and some of those sensors and algorithms will be used for
intrusion detection.
Acoustic sensors are very effective to detect and localize objects especially at night time, where
video sensors fail. Cameras are useful for surveillance during the day time and acoustic sensors
can be used at night.
The figure 4-5 shows the fusion architecture of such an Intrusion detection system. The acoustic
sensor array that are placed in some part of the room are used to detect and identify the target,
such as human and the position of the target using methods like triangulation and localization.
Video sensors are also used to extract features and recognize faces, track them and declare their
identity. Feature level fusion takes place at the acoustic sensor arrays and data level fusion for the
video sensors that might have some overlapping field of view. These constitute the hard sensors.
Soft sensors such as textual or human reports also give some information which is then passed as
input to the text extractor and mapping to get certain features of interest. Both the hard and soft
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sensors, after the declaration of identity are input to the report level fusion system, where a higher
level fusion takes place using algorithms such as Bayesian fusion or Dempster Shafer.

Figure 4-5: Architecture for a simple intrusion detection system
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4.5.2 Suspicious activities on a highway
The safety and security of events on a highway have become increasingly important as several
incidents of speeding, theft and other activities are being reported. Post 9/11 era, concerns
regarding terrorists activity directed at commuters and /or property have been expressed. A
number of major cities these days employ video based monitoring systems at airports, rails,
subways and highways. An automated system and its architecture that reports speeding of cars, or
unauthorized stops at highways, or vehicles pulling off a highway and other suspicious activities
is presented by making use of the processing techniques and the data fusion architectures that
have been described in the above sections. 3D sensors like LIDAR which have long range and
that can be used to obtain varying views. Consider a scenario where there are multiple cameras
looking at the same view on a highway and a vehicle suddenly pulls off a highway and some
armed men get out of the vehicle. This is the information obtained from hard sensor camera; it is
also supported by soft sensor data like ground patrolling units and passerby vehicles reporting
through their mobile phones or textual messages. This is a typical example of fusion where hard
and soft sensor data can be used to report a suspicious activity. Another scenario for suspicious
activities on a highway are when some vehicles are speeding, we can find the speed of the car
with respect to the movement of the pixels after tracking using kalman filter. In events where
IEDs (Inexpensive explosive device) are present in vehicles that are on a highway, the tracking
algorithms can be applied to find the location and speeds of these vehicles.
The typical architecture of having hard and soft sensors to identify suspicious activities on a
highway is shown in figure 4-6.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future work
5.1 Summary
In this research, several hard sensors (acoustic, video sensors) processing algorithms have been
implemented for use in the counterinsurgency and in non-military applications, architecture is
proposed that utilizes these algorithms for an intrusion detection system and for monitoring
suspicious activities on a highway. Acoustic sensors which are very useful in certain scenarios
have been explored; the various types of acoustic sensors and their directionality patterns
determine what applications they are suitable for have been addressed. A miniscule experiment
has been performed as a proof of concept using the acoustic sensor array for localization. Video
surveillance technologies are ubiquitously used in various settings from military, businesses and
highways cameras being the most popular sensors. Detection of entities of interest based on their
features like color, SIFT and template have been implemented. Motion detection methods have
been described and an algorithm combining two of the motion detection methods is implemented
and applied on a synthetic dataset that was developed at the Center for Network Centric
Cognition and Information Fusion (NC2IF), Penn State. Tracking entities based on features and
motion models have also been implemented for certain datasets. Multiple camera systems,
multiple target tracking algorithms have been reviewed for use in the video surveillance
technologies. A multiple target tracking algorithm based on kalman filter has been implemented
and is applied onto a multi-camera dataset by projecting objects tracking in one view to the
corresponding objects in the second view using homography. These algorithms that are used for
processing data in 2d can also be applied to new sensors like Flash LIDAR and kinect. These 3D
sensors have been reviewed, the applications for which these sensors have been used traditionally
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described and how they fit into the fusion framework. The evolving role of information fusion is
also briefed, wherein soft sensors can be combined with hard sensors to provide more
information, especially regarding inferences and assessment of situations and relationships
between entities. A lot of work in data fusion focused on JDL Level 0 and level 1 processes, to be
able to move up to the levels 2, 3 and 4, it is very important to incorporate humans and human
behaviors at various levels. The goal of multi-sensor data fusion is to utilize the best capabilities
of hard sensors and soft sensors and associate them and fuse them for prediction of an extreme
event.

5.2 Future work
Data fusion is an evolving field, and several challenges lie ahead in fusing data from hard and soft
sensors. The hard sensor algorithms that have been implemented can be compared with one
another, and some performance can be evaluated using metrics. The results of the hard sensor
data can be combined with soft sensor data after processing it for establishing hard and soft
fusion. A synthetic dataset which is being developed by Penn State, called SYNCOIN consists of
hard and soft sensor data ground truth. These algorithms will be applied to the data and the
performance can be compared against expected results. The JDL level 0 and level 1 algorithms
that have been developed for 2D sensors can also be extended to 3D sensors like the flash lidar,
the LIDAR technology is supported by several existing algorithms. A great deal of work can be
done in the soft sensor processing area that involves audio to text conversion, mapping between
textual reports and ontologies. The focus of the data fusion systems is moving towards integrating
all the traditional hard sensors with human reports, and new sensors that provide more advanced
capabilities.
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Appendix
A.1 Localization of sound
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main file soundlocalize.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Purpose :
%
Given the four audio waves, the location of the source of
%
sound is determined and is classified into one of the eight
%
regions around it based on the angle
%
% Input Variables :
%
audio1 : Audio wave coming from microphone-1
%
audio2 : Audio wave coming from microphone-2
%
audio3 : Audio wave coming from microphone-3
%
audio4 : Audio wave coming from microphone-4
%
fs
: Sampling frequency of the audio signal
%
N
: Number of points DFT that is taken to find fourier
%
transform
%
flen
: length of window
%
window : Type of window that is used
%
% Returned Results:
%
power1, power2, power3, power 4: Spectral power of the four
%
audio waves
%
flag : the region in which the object is present based on the
%
ratio of powers
%
% Process Flow:
%
1. Given the audio waves, first it is converted to fourier
%
domain(by using function fft)
%
2. The spectral power of these four waves is computed
%
3. Based on the ratio of sounds, the object is flagged into
%
either of the eight quadrants
%
% Restriction/Notes:
%
1. Audio waves must be in the same file as the folder
%
2. It is used where four microphones are places in the + format
%
and the object is moving around it, to find the angle from
%
the center of the setup
%
% Author:
Rachana Reddy Agumamidi
% Date:
3/31/2010
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clc;
clearall;
closeall;
fs=44100; N=512;
audio1=wavread('Audio-1.wav');
audio2=wavread('Audio-2.wav');
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audio3=wavread('Audio-3.wav');
audio4=wavread('Audio-4.wav');
figure;
subplot(411); plot(audio1);xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude');
subplot(412); plot(audio2);xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude');
subplot(413); plot(audio3);xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude');
subplot(414); plot(audio4);xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude');
flen=fs*20/1000;
%consider 20 ms of speech signal
window=hamming(flen);
m=1; t=1
% Initialization
fl=flen/2;
noframes=round(length(audio1)/fl)-1;
for i=0:1:noframes-2;
speech=audio1(fl*i+1:1:fl*(i+1)+fl).*window;
spect(m,:)=abs(fft(speech,N))';
power1(i+1)=sum(abs(spect(m,:)).^2)/N; % Spectral Power of frame
end
noframes=round(length(audio2)/fl)-1;
for i=0:1:noframes-2;
speech=audio2(fl*i+1:1:fl*(i+1)+fl).*window;
spect(m,:)=abs(fft(speech,N))';
power2(i+1)=sum(abs(spect(m,:)).^2)/N;% Spectral Power of frame
end
noframes=round(length(audio3)/fl)-1;
for i=0:1:noframes-2;
speech=audio3(fl*i+1:1:fl*(i+1)+fl).*window;
spect(m,:)=abs(fft(speech,N))';
power3(i+1)=sum(abs(spect(m,:)).^2)/N;% Spectral Power of frame
end
noframes=round(length(audio4)/fl)-1;
for i=0:1:noframes-2;
speech=audio4(fl*i+1:1:fl*(i+1)+fl).*window;
spect(m,:)=abs(fft(speech,N))';
power4(i+1)=sum(abs(spect(m,:)).^2)/N;% Spectral Power of frame
end

figure; subplot(411); plot(power1);
xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude');
axistight;
subplot(412); plot(power2);
xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude'); axis tight;
subplot(413); plot(power3);
xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude');axis tight;
subplot(414); plot(power4);
xlabel('time');ylabel('amplitude'); axis tight;
for i=0:noframes-2;
x=[power1(i+1) power2(i+1) power3(i+1) power4(i+1)];
%Sorting the powers to find the top two maximum amplitudes
y=sort(x);
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maxm=y(4);
max2=y(3);
ifmaxm<0.003 % If amplitude is very small, no sound detected
flag(i+1)=0;
% classify into regions based on the maximum power and second
% maximum power
elseifmaxm==x(1) && max2==x(2)
flag(i+1)=1;
elseifmaxm==x(2) && max2==x(1)
flag(i+1)=2;
elseifmaxm==x(2) && max2==x(3)
flag(i+1)=3;
elseifmaxm==x(3) && max2==x(2)
flag(i+1)=4;
elseifmaxm==x(3) && max2==x(4)
flag(i+1)=5;
elseifmaxm==x(4) && max2==x(3)
flag(i+1)=6;
elseifmaxm==x(4) && max2==x(1)
flag(i+1)=7;
elseifmaxm==x(1) && max2==x(4)
flag(i+1)=8;
end
p(i+1)=maxm; q(i+1)=max2;
end
t=0:0.01:17.97;
figure; plot(t,flag,'.');
xlabel('time'); ylabel('region number');
title('Region the sound belongs to');

A.2 Motion detection using background subtraction and frame differencing

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main file-Multiview_bg_fd.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Purpose :
%
Motion detection using a combination of background
%
subtraction and frame differencing
%
% Input Variables :
%
wdir
: The directory in which the source
%
code is present
%
image_frameone : Background image
%
image_left
: the left view of the dataset
%
image_right
: the right view of the dataset
%
H
: Homography matrix that maps the two views
%
fno
: Range of frame numbers
%
% Returned Results:
%
Moving objects that are on the highway - results are plotted
%
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% Process Flow:
%
1. Given the background frame, for every subsequent frame, the
%
frame is subtracted from the background to find moving objects
%
2. This result is combined with result from frame differencing %
subtracting every frame with its previous frame
%
% Restriction/Notes:
%
1. The values, H and other values to crop the left and right
%
view are applicable only to the dataset- highway vehicles
%
% Author:
Rachana Reddy Agumamidi
% Date:
9/14/2010
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
clc;
clearall;
closeall;
wdir =
'C:\Users\rua133\Desktop\Desktop\Research_fall10\Multiple_Camera_aerial
';
i=1;
cd\
cd('C:\Users\rua133\Desktop\Desktop\Research_fall10\Multiple_Camera_aer
ial');
cdImages;
% Load one image
image_frameone = (imread(['frame_000',int2str(i), '.jpg']));
cd ..
image_left=imcrop(image_frameone,[1 1 360 480]);
image_right=imcrop(image_frameone,[361 1 360 480]);

H =[0.9323
-0.3965
0.0006

0.5231 -206.3881;
0.0580 212.2680;
-0.0017
0.9117 ];

cdImages;
image_frame1 = (imread(['frame_0100.jpg']));
image_framebw1=rgb2gray(image_frame1);
g=figure; m=1;
cd ..
image_leftframebw1=imcrop(image_framebw1,[1 1 350 480]);
image_rightframebw1=imcrop(image_framebw1,[370 1 350 480]);

image_bg=imread('OvrpssNoCars720.jpg');
image_left_bg=imcrop(image_bg,[1 1 350 480]);
image_right_bg=imcrop(image_bg,[370 1 350 480]);
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image_leftframebg=rgb2gray(image_left_bg);
image_rightframebg=rgb2gray(image_right_bg);

image_bg=rgb2gray(image_bg);
forfno=101:300;
cdImages;
image_frame = (imread(['frame_0',int2str(fno), '.jpg']));
cd ..
image_left=imcrop(image_frame,[1 1 350 480]);
image_leftframebw=rgb2gray(image_left);
image_right=imcrop(image_frame,[370 1 350 480]);
image_rightframebw=rgb2gray(image_right);
leftframe_diff=image_leftframebw-image_leftframebw1;
rightframe_diff=image_rightframebw-image_rightframebw1;
leftbg_diff=image_leftframebw-image_leftframebg;
rightbg_diff=image_rightframebw-image_rightframebg;

sframe=size(leftframe_diff); sframex=sframe(1); sframey=sframe(2);
%

draw now;
[xtleftfdytleftfd]=find(leftframe_diff(4:sframex-1,4:sframey1)>15);
[xtrightfdytrightfd]=find(rightframe_diff(4:sframex-1,8:sframey1)>15);
[xtleftbgytleftbg]=find(leftbg_diff(4:sframex-1,4:sframey-1)>35);
[xtrightbgytrightbg]=find(rightframe_diff(4:sframex-1,4:sframey1)>35);
xtleft=[xtleftfd ;xtleftbg];
ytleft=[ytleftfd ;ytleftbg];
xtright=[xtrightfd; xtrightbg];
ytright=[ytrightfd ;ytrightbg];

binaryimage_left=zeros(sframe(1),sframe(2));
for i=1:length(xtleft)
binaryimage_left(xtleft(i),ytleft(i))=1;
end
binaryimage_right=zeros(sframe(1),sframe(2));
for i=1:length(xtright)
binaryimage_right(xtright(i),ytright(i))=1;
end
[xtleftytleft]=find(binaryimage_left==1);
[xtrightytright]=find(binaryimage_right==1);
subplot(121);

imshow(image_left);
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hold on;

drawnow; plot(ytleft,xtleft,'r.');
title(strcat('Left View Frame number',num2str(fno))); hold on;
subplot(122); h=imshow(image_right); hold on;
drawnow; plot(ytright,xtright,'r.');
title(strcat('Right View Frame number',num2str(fno))); hold on;
image_leftframebw1=image_leftframebw;
image_rightframebw1=image_rightframebw;
end

A.3 Tracking color objects using EM and mean-shift
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Main file trackvideo.m %%%%%%%%%%%
% Purpose :
%
Tracking object using mean-shift Algorithm and EM
%
% Input Variables :
%
image1
: Image frame
%
Rect
: Crop region of object to track
%
R,G,B
: RGB components of the image
%
H
: Hue component of image
%
S
: Saturation of the image
%
% Returned Results:
%
aviobj
: Video file created consisting of tracked object
%
% Process Flow:
%
1. For the first frame, convert RGB to HSV and use H-S
%
components to find a gaussian mixture model for the
%
selected object region using EM Algorithm
%
2. For consecutive frames, using mean shift tracking, find the
%
region that best fits into the distribution
%
3. Load the output frame(tracked object) into avi file
%
to create video
%
% Restriction/Notes:
%
1. The dataset used, where red tumbler is being tracked ,
%
hence the distributiuon used can be applicaple only to
%
this dataset and the mean, covariance initial values are
%
based on this color
%
2. If a new dataset is used, the initial values should
%
be different
%
3. The region should initially be manually selected by the user
%
% The following functions are called:
%
EMAlgo.m
- To perform the Expectation Maximization Algorithm
%
meanshift.m - Tracking object using mean-shift Algorithm
%
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% Author:
Rachana Reddy Agumamidi
% Date:
9/14/2010
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc;
clearall;
closeall;

filepath = '/Users/rachana/Desktop/CV matlab/';
i=100;
% Load one image
image1 = (imread(['frame_0',int2str(i), '.jpeg']));
imag=double(image1);
[X, Y, Image2, Rect]=imcrop(image1);
figure; imshow(Image2);
Image2=double(Image2);

% RGB to HUE space
R=imag(:,:,1);
G=imag(:,:,2);
B=imag(:,:,3);
[lenwid]=size(R);
r=R./(R+G+B);
g=G./(R+G+B);
b=B./(R+G+B);
for i=1:len
for j=1:wid
t=acos(0.5*(2*r(i,j)-g(i,j)-b(i,j)) / sqrt( ((r(i,j)-g(i,j))^2)
+ ((r(i,j)-b(i,j))*(g(i,j)-b(i,j)) ) ));
if b(i,j)<=g(i,j)
h(i,j)=t;
else
h(i,j)=2*pi-t;
end
end
end
s=1-3*min(min(r,g),b);
H=h*180/pi;
S=s*100;
hueimg(1:len*wid)=H(1:end,1:end);
satimg(1:len*wid)=S(1:end,1:end);

xfull=satimg.*cos(hueimg.*pi/180) ;
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yfull=satimg.*sin(hueimg.*pi/180) ;
lenc=round(Rect(3)); widc=round(Rect(4));
xl=round(Rect(1));
yl=round(Rect(2));
xr=xl+lenc-1;
yr=yl+widc-1;
hue(1:lenc*widc)=H(yl:yr,xl:xr);
sat(1:lenc*widc)=S(yl:yr,xl:xr);

x=sat.*cos(hue.*pi/180) ;
y=sat.*sin(hue.*pi/180) ;
figure; plot(x,y,'.'); grid on;
y2=[x' y'];
% Expectation Maximization Algorithm
% Initialization
m=2 % gaussian components
pij=[1 1]/m;
mean_old=[50 70;0 -5];
cov_old(:,:,1)=[10 1; 1 5];
cov_old(:,:,2)=[10 1; 1 5];
%cov_old(:,:,3)=[1 0; 0 1];
k_new=2;
k=1;
n=length(y2(:,1));
d=2;
[mean_newcov_new]=EMAlgo(y2,mean_old,cov_old,pij,k_new,n,d);

% Check for each pixel whether it belongs to the distribution
xf=S.*cos(H.*pi/180) ;
yf=S.*sin(H.*pi/180) ;
xpixel(:,:,1)=real(xf);
ypixel(:,:,2)=real(yf);
d=2;
for i=1:len
for j=1:wid
x=xpixel(i,j,1);
y=ypixel(i,j,2);
xy=[x y];
for k=1:k_new
pxj(i,j,k)=(1/(sqrt( ((2*pi)^d) * abs(det(cov_old(:,:,k))))))*exp(0.5*transpose((xy'-mean_old(:,k)))*inv(cov_old(:,:,k))*(xy'mean_old(:,k)));
end
end
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end
probcolor=0.5.*(pxj(:,:,1)+pxj(:,:,2));
[u,z]=find(probcolor>1e-003);
% figure; imshow(image1); hold on; plot(z,u,'.');
aviobj=avifile('trackvid_test.avi');
aviobj.fps=5;
figure;
fortmp=101:130;
image2 = (imread(['frame_0',int2str(tmp), '.jpeg']));
rect2=meanshift(image2,Rect,mean_new,cov_new);
rect3=meanshift(image2,rect2,mean_new,cov_new);
rect4=meanshift(image2,rect3,mean_new,cov_new);
rect5=meanshift(image2,rect4,mean_new,cov_new);
rect6=meanshift(image2,rect5,mean_new,cov_new);
Rect=rect6;
drawnow;
imshow(image2); hold on;
rectangle('Position',Rect,'edgecolor','g');
holdoff; title(strcat('Frame number',num2str(tmp)));
F=getframe;
aviobj=addframe(aviobj,F);
end
aviobj=close(aviobj);

Function – EMAlgo.m
function [mean_newcov_new]=EMAlgo(y2,mean_old,cov_old,pij,k_new,n,d);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Function EMAlgo
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Purpose :
%
To perform the Expectation Maximization Algorithm
%
% Input Variables :
%
y2
: 2D data that is to be clustered
%
mean_old
: initial Mean
%
cov_old
: initial covariance
%
pij
: mixing weights
%
k_new
: No of gaussians
%
n
: length of dataset
%
d
: dimension
%
% Returned Results:
% mean_new : Estimated Mean of the distribution (MoG)
% conv_new : Estimated covariance (Mixture of Gaussians)
%
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% Process Flow:
%
1. Calculate ownership weights to different gaussians
%
2. Estimate mean and variance and plots the distribution
%
% Restriction/Notes:
%
1. B0 must be specified, cannot be 0
%
2. Image 'a' should be Binary
%
% Author:
Rachana Reddy Agumamidi
% Date:
2/15/2010
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
foriter=1:80;
% ownership weights
for j=1:n
for k=1:k_new
weights(k)=pij(k)*(1/sqrt( ((2*pi)^d) *
abs(det(cov_old(:,:,k)))))*exp(-0.5*transpose((y2(j,:)'mean_old(:,k)))*inv(cov_old(:,:,k))*(y2(j,:)'-mean_old(:,k)));
end
for k=1:k_new
gamma(j,k)=weights(k)/sum(weights);
end
end
gammasum=sum(gamma);
% Estimate New parameters
%-------------------------------% MEAN ESTIMATION
for k=1:k_new;
mean_new(:,k)=[0;0];
for j=1:n;
tmean=gamma(j,k)*y2(j,:);
mean_new(:,k)=mean_new(:,k)+tmean';
end
mean_new(:,k)=mean_new(:,k)/gammasum(k);
end
% COVARIANCE ESTIMATION
for k=1:k_new
cov_new(:,:,k)=[0 0; 0 0];
for j=1:n
tcov(:,:,k)=gamma(j,k)*((y2(j,:)'mean_new(:,k))*transpose(y2(j,:)'-mean_new(:,k)));
cov_new(:,:,k)=cov_new(:,:,k)+tcov(:,:,k);
end
cov_new(:,:,k)=cov_new(:,:,k)/gammasum(k);
end
pij=gammasum/n;
mean_old=mean_new;
cov_old=cov_new;
end
mean_new=mean_old;
cov_new=cov_old;
% PLOTTING
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for i=1:n;
maxind(i)=find(gamma(i,:)==max(gamma(i,:)) );
gammabin(i,:)=zeros(1,length(gamma(i,:)));
gammabin(i,maxind(i))=1;
end
figure; plot(y2(:,1),y2(:,2),'m.');
figure;
for i=1:n
ifmaxind(i)==1
plot(y2(i,1),y2(i,2),'.'); hold on;
elseifmaxind(i)==2
plot(y2(i,1),y2(i,2),'r.'); hold on;
end
end
m=1;
[v,d]=eigs(cov_old(:,:,1));
b=mean_old(:,1);
forthet=0:1:360;
pc(:,m)=[ k*cos(thet*pi/180) ; k*sin(thet*pi/180)];
A=v*sqrt(d);
qc(:,m)=A*pc(:,m) + b;
m=m+1;
end
plot(qc(1,:),qc(2,:),'b-'); hold on;
m=1;
[v,d]=eigs(cov_old(:,:,2));
b=mean_old(:,2);
forthet=0:1:360;
pc(:,m)=[ k*cos(thet*pi/180)
A=v*sqrt(d);
qc(:,m)=A*pc(:,m) + b;
m=m+1;
end

; k*sin(thet*pi/180)];

plot(qc(1,:),qc(2,:),'r-');

Function – meanshift.m
function rect2=meanshift(image2,Rect,mean_new,cov_new);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Function meanshift.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Purpose :
%
Tracking object using mean-shift Algorithm
%
% Input Variables :
%
image2
: Image frame
%
Rect
: Bounding box of previous frame
%
mean_new
: Mean of the GMM
%
cov_new
: Covariance of the GMMs
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%
% Returned Results:
%
rect2
: Bounding box of object in current frame
%
% Process Flow:
%
1. Given the frame, and the current object bounding box and the
%
mean and covariance of the distribution, the current frame is
%
converted to hsv and fit into the distribution
%
2. Its neighboring regions are fit to the distribution to see
%
which direction the object moves
%
3. The result sent back to the trackvideo.m, which calls this
%
function iteratively
%
% Restriction/Notes:
%
1. It works with EM Algo and trackvideo.m and the mean and
%
covariance depend on the result of EM ALgo
%
% Author:
Rachana Reddy Agumamidi
% Date:
9/14/2010
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
k_new=2;
cov_old=cov_new;
mean_old=mean_new;

image2=double(image2);
% figure; imshow(uint8(image2));
[len2 wid2 ht2]=size(image2);
r1=round(Rect(1)); r2=round(Rect(2)); r3=round(Rect(3));
r4=round(Rect(4));
imtest=image2(r2:r2+r4,r1:r1+r3,1:3);
% figure; imshow(uint8(imtest));
sizei=size(imtest);
len=sizei(1); wid=sizei(2);
R=imtest(:,:,1);
G=imtest(:,:,2);
B=imtest(:,:,3);
r=R./(R+G+B);
g=G./(R+G+B);
b=B./(R+G+B);
for i=1:len
for j=1:wid
t=acos(0.5*(2*r(i,j)-g(i,j)-b(i,j)) / sqrt( ((r(i,j)-g(i,j))^2)
+ ((r(i,j)-b(i,j))*(g(i,j)-b(i,j)) ) ));
if b(i,j)<=g(i,j)
h2(i,j)=t;
else
h2(i,j)=2*pi-t;
end
end
end
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s2=1-3*min(min(r,g),b);
H2=h2*180/pi;
S2=s2*100;
xf2=S2.*cos(H2.*pi/180) ;
yf2=S2.*sin(H2.*pi/180) ;
xpixel2(:,:,1)=real(xf2);
ypixel2(:,:,2)=real(yf2);
d=2;
for i=1:len
for j=1:wid
x2=xpixel2(i,j,1);
y2=ypixel2(i,j,2);
xy2=[x2 y2];
for k=1:k_new
pxj2(i,j,k)=(1/(sqrt( ((2*pi)^d) *
abs(det(cov_old(:,:,k))))))*exp(-0.5*transpose((xy2'mean_old(:,k)))*inv(cov_old(:,:,k))*(xy2'-mean_old(:,k)));
end
end
end
probcolor2=0.5.*(pxj2(:,:,1)+pxj2(:,:,2));
[u2,z2]=find(abs(probcolor2)>1e-003);
%
u=[length(u1) length(u2) length(u3) length(u4)];
imnew=zeros(len,wid);
for i=1:length(z2);
imnew(u2(i),z2(i))=1;
end
%
% matr=imnew(r1:r1+r4,r2:r2+r3,1:3);
% finding the center of mass:
%matr=imnew(r2:r2+r4,r1:r1+r3);
matr=imnew;
[lx,wy]=size(matr);
xc=[1:wy];
yc=[1:lx]';
for i=1:lx;
xcom(i)=sum(matr(i,:).*xc)/sum(matr(i,:));
end
tempx=find(isnan(xcom)==1);
xcom(tempx)=0;
xcent=round(mean(xcom));
for j=1:wy;
ycom(j)=sum(matr(:,j).*yc)/sum(matr(:,j));
end
tempy=find(isnan(ycom)==1);
ycom(tempy)=0;
ycent=round(mean(ycom));
% figure; imshow(matr); hold on; plot(xcent,ycent,'g');
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xcomimg=Rect(1)+xcent;
ycomimg=Rect(2)+ycent;
rect2=[xcomimg-0.5*r3 ycomimg-0.5*r4 r3 r4];
return;

A.4 Face detection (OpenCV)
// Include header files
#include"cv.h"
#include"highgui.h"
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<assert.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<float.h>
#include<limits.h>
#include<time.h>
#include<ctype.h>
// Create a string that contains the exact cascade name
constchar* cascade_name
="C:/OpenCV2.0/data/haarcascades/haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml";
/*
"haarcascade_profileface.xml";*/
// Function prototype for detecting and drawing an object from an image
//void detect_and_draw( IplImage* image );
// Main function, defines the entry point for the program.
int main( int argc, char** argv )
{
static CvMemStorage* storage = 0;
// Create a new Haar classifier
static CvHaarClassifierCascade* cascade = 0;
// Allocate the memory storage
storage = cvCreateMemStorage(0);
cvClearMemStorage( storage );
//cvNamedWindow("Video",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE);
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CvCapture*capture0 = cvCreateCameraCapture(0);
CvCapture*capture1 = cvCreateCameraCapture(1);
//
CvCapture* capture =
cvCreateFileCapture("C:/OpenCV2.0/vs2008/Projects/Hello/Hello/SDC11073.
avi");
int j=0;
int faces1, faces2;
while(1)
{
//printf("Loop number: %d",j);
IplImage* img0;
img0=cvQueryFrame(capture0);
if(!img0) break;
int scale = 1;
// Create a new image based on the input image
IplImage* temp = cvCreateImage( cvSize(img0>width/scale,img0->height/scale), 8, 3 );
// Create two points to represent the face locations
CvPoint pt1, pt2;
int i;
// Load the HaarClassifierCascade
cascade = (CvHaarClassifierCascade*)cvLoad( cascade_name,
0, 0, 0 );
// Check whether the cascade has loaded successfully. Else
report and error and quit
if( !cascade )
{
fprintf( stderr, "ERROR: Could not load classifier
cascade\n" );
return 0;
}
else
{
// Create a new named window with title: result
cvNamedWindow( "result0", 1 );
// Clear the memory storage which was used before
// Find whether the cascade is loaded, to find the
faces. If yes, then:
//if( cascade )
//{
// There can be more than one face in an image. So
create a growable sequence of faces.
// Detect the objects and store them in the sequence
CvSeq* faces = cvHaarDetectObjects( img0, cascade,
storage,
1.1, 2, CV_HAAR_DO_CANNY_PRUNING,
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cvSize(40, 40) );
// Loop the number of faces found.
for( i = 0; i < (faces ? faces->total : 0); i++ )
{
// Create a new rectangle for drawing the face
CvRect* r = (CvRect*)cvGetSeqElem( faces, i );
// Find the dimensions of
pt1.x =
pt2.x =
pt1.y =
pt2.y =

the face,and scale it if necessary
r->x*scale;
(r->x+r->width)*scale;
r->y*scale;
(r->y+r->height)*scale;

// Draw the rectangle in the input image
cvRectangle( img0, pt1, pt2, CV_RGB(255,0,0),
3, 8, 0 );
}
printf("Right Camera: number of faces found
%d\n",faces->total);
faces1=faces->total;
}
//printf("Loop number: %d",j);
IplImage* img1;
img1=cvQueryFrame(capture1);
if(!img1) break;
//

int scale = 1;

// Create a new image based on the input image
temp = cvCreateImage( cvSize(img1->width/scale,img1>height/scale), 8, 3 );
//
//

// Create two points to represent the face locations
CvPoint pt1, pt2;
int i;
// Load the HaarClassifierCascade
cascade = (CvHaarClassifierCascade*)cvLoad( cascade_name,

0, 0, 0 );
// Check whether the cascade has loaded successfully. Else
report and error and quit
if( !cascade )
{
fprintf( stderr, "ERROR: Could not load classifier
cascade\n" );
return 0;
}
else
{
// Create a new named window with title: result
cvNamedWindow( "result1", 1 );
// Clear the memory storage which was used before
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// Find whether the cascade is loaded, to find the faces. If yes, then:
//if( cascade )
//{
// There can be more than one face in an image. So create a growable
sequence of faces.
// Detect the objects and store them in the sequence
CvSeq* faces = cvHaarDetectObjects( img1, cascade,
storage,
1.1, 2, CV_HAAR_DO_CANNY_PRUNING,
cvSize(40, 40) );
// Loop the number of faces found.
for( i = 0; i < (faces ? faces->total : 0); i++ )
{
// Create a new rectangle for drawing the face
CvRect* r = (CvRect*)cvGetSeqElem( faces, i );
// Find the dimensions of
pt1.x =
pt2.x =
pt1.y =
pt2.y =

the face,and scale it if necessary
r->x*scale;
(r->x+r->width)*scale;
r->y*scale;
(r->y+r->height)*scale;

// Draw the rectangle in the input image
cvRectangle( img1, pt1, pt2, CV_RGB(255,0,0),
3, 8, 0 );
}
printf("Left camera: number of faces found
%d\n",faces->total);
faces2=faces->total;
}
printf("Total Number of faces= %d \n\n",faces1+faces2);
// Show the image in the window named "result"
cvShowImage( "result0", img0 );
cvShowImage("result1",img1);
// Wait for user input before quitting the program
char c=cvWaitKey(1);
if(c==27) break;
}
// Release the image
// cvReleaseImage(&img1);
cvReleaseCapture(&capture0);
cvReleaseCapture(&capture1);
// Destroy the window previously created with filename: "result"
cvDestroyWindow("result");
// return 0 to indicate successfull execution of the program
return 0;
}
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